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11 things you can do

1) Use water to control dust.
Using water is the easiest way to
reduce airborne dust during all
kinds of hazardous activities such
as lead removal, demolition,
sweeping, concrete grinding, or
chipping. Water is cheap,
abundant, and effective.

2) Use a vacuum to remove dust.
Use a vacuum to clean up or
remove dust instead of blowing it
off surfaces with compressed air.
Using compressed air only makes
the dust airborne and spreads it
around. 

To cut clean-up costs and time,
attach a vacuum to power saws,
grinders, chipping hammers, or
other tools.

3) Let the fresh air in.
Opening windows and doors will
improve indoor air quality for all
workers and will dilute and
remove harmful contaminants
such as exhaust gases and paint
fumes. 

11 things you can do
. . . to prevent occupational disease.  By Lawrence A. Kurtz, MSM, DOHS, ROH 

If the air is stagnant, use a large fan
to circulate the air. Provide air
conditioning in trailers and
equipment cabs. 

4) Before work starts, organize 
the site to separate
hazardous activities from
safe activities. 

Prevent dangerous exposures, work
refusals, and arguments by taking a
few minutes to look at the jobsite
ahead of time and isolate hazardous
operations from other work areas. 

Place dusty or chemical-intensive
activities downwind from other

activities. Move hazardous
operations far away, or just
schedule them during the off-shifts.

5) Set up sealed enclosures. 
For very hazardous agents such as
asbestos, lead, or mould, enclosures
may be required by law. For other
jobs such as renovation in occupied
buildings, you can prevent
contamination and reduce
abatement and clean-up costs by
sealing off work areas and
ventilation systems. (See photo of
an enclosure on the next page.)
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6) Think about health when 
buying tools, equipment, and 
materials.

Safer, less toxic, and healthier
materials are available. You just
need to look for them, or ask your
supplier. Materials with non-toxic
ingredients reduce or eliminate the
need for expensive and complex
worker protection systems. 

Look for tools that can be
equipped with vacuum
attachments to remove dust, as
well as tools with low noise or
vibration ratings. 

7) Protect yourself from the sun, 
the heat, and the cold. 

In the summer, wear your hard
hat, UV-resistant safety glasses, a
shirt (not a tank top), long pants,
and sunscreen (SPF 30 or higher).
In the heat, drink a cup of water
every half hour, and take rest
breaks in the shade. 

In the cold, wear several layers of
clothing instead of one thick layer.
Wear gloves as well as a head

covering that can accommodate a
hard hat. If you get hot while
working, open your jacket but
keep your hat and gloves on. 

Build shelters to provide shade or
temporary refuge and protection
for workers on hot or cold days. 

8) Wash up and change. 
Wash up before you eat, drink,
smoke, and before you go home. 

Put hand or baby wipes in your
lunch or tool box and use them to
remove dust, dirt, and chemicals
from your hands—even if you have
been wearing gloves. 

Don’t forget to wipe your face and
change your clothes before you get
in the car to leave work. Doing so
helps protect your family and
others from your workplace
hazards. Wash your work clothes
separately from your other clothes.

9) Ensure good housekeeping.
A healthy jobsite is a clean jobsite
where chemicals and other
hazardous materials are controlled,
spills are prevented, and materials
are not wasted.

10) Wear personal protective 
equipment and clothing. 

Wear them when you can’t control
health hazards at their source or
when you can’t prevent hazards
from reaching people. Personal
protective equipment can include
respirators, hearing protection,
gloves, eye protection, and
protective clothing such as welding
jackets. 

11) Get more info from CSAO. 
CSAO’s Construction Health and
Safety Manual is a good place to
start. We also offer information on
particular topics such as asbestos or
synthetic vitreous fibres, and we
offer a variety of training programs.
You can download the Manual and
other info for free from
www.csao.org. You can also call 
1-800-781-2726 to order
information, ask a question,
register for training, or request our
consulting services.  
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